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Cemetery Service Sermon – Sept. 4, 2016 

I Thess. 4: 13-18 / Matt. 28: 1-10 

 We have all seen it on television and in the movies…..we have all read about it in 

novels…..we have read about it in the Bible…..and we ourselves have done it as well.  Most 

people have gone to the grave of a loved one to pay their respects.  There are people, who for one 

reason or another cannot bring themselves to visit a cemetery…..and that’s okay, it’s just not 

their thing……but many people do go and visit a cemetery.  And, for those that do, some come 

to the cemetery and stay for just a little while in silence, while some people come to the cemetery 

and linger for a good while until the time feels right to leave.  Some of us visit a cemetery 

infrequently, while others visit a cemetery frequently.  Regardless of the time spent at the 

cemetery or how often we visit them, this is something that many people do.  And today I want 

to focus, not on how long we stay or how often we visit, but rather, what we bring when we do 

visit.               

 So what do we bring with us when we visit a cemetery?  For starters, I think a popular 

item to bring is flowers.  You see them quite often, obviously most often during the warmer 

months.  Sometimes they are real flowers and sometimes they are synthetic ones…..and they are 

a nice way to pay your respects to a dearly departed loved one.  But no amount of flowers will 

ever bring your loved one back…..no amount of flowers will ever replace the ache in your heart, 

and no amount of flowers will make the experience of death any kinder.      

 When we go to visit a cemetery we also bring with us our grief and we bring with us our 

tears.  Many a tear has been shed by many a gravesite over the years…..here at this cemetery and 

at many others as well.   I’m sure some of you here can recall a time or two when that has been 

your experience.  The tears that fall represent our grief and our longing for the person who was 
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once in our midst.  Tears are a sign of the love we had for the one that death has taken away from 

us.  But there is no amount of tears that will ever cure the ache that we have in our hearts.   

 When we come to a cemetery we also bring with us our memories…..the memories that 

are so special because that is all we have left to hold onto.  Memories that bring to the surface the 

love that we shared…..and still share with our dearly departed.  Memories of special events such 

as weddings and anniversaries as well as more simple, yet equally powerful moments, such as 

walking along a lakeshore, playing cards or sharing a laugh on a couch while watching a movie.  

Memories that the old singer Jim Reeves sang about….. “precious memories, unseen angels, 

sent from somewhere to my soul, how they linger ever near me, as the sacred past unfold.”  

Because of death, precious memories are all that we have left, so we cling desperately to them.  

But as beautiful and precious these memories of our dearly departed are, they can never really 

give our hearts what they want the most.         

 When we come to visit the cemetery there are some people who bring with them various 

items…..items such as solar lights or personal things that connect to your dearly departed.  I have 

seen items such as toy trucks, guitar picks, wrenches, anchors…..one time I even saw a mini-hay 

bale.  These items connect us to the person who used to be…..to things the person used to do or 

used to love doing.  It is nice way to pay homage to those memories.  But while it is a nice way 

to pay your respects, there is no amount of special items that will ever make your experience of 

death any kinder.            

 One more thing we often bring to the cemetery with us is our questions.  Like Job, we too 

wonder, “if a person dies, shall he or she live again?”  Depending on where we are in our faith 

life we wonder about things like life after death and we ask, “will we recognize them in the 

afterlife?”  “Will we be able to hug them?”  “How is heaven going to be?”  Sometimes we take 
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our young ones to the cemetery to help answer the questions that are in their minds and on their 

hearts.  But for those who do not have a faith or any belief in God whatsoever, the questions they 

ask are much more painful, and what tends to happen is that after a while they cease to have any 

questions at all.  Their grief leads to despair because they cannot believe in, or refuse to belief 

that they will ever see their departed loved ones again.  All of their grief; all of their mourning; 

all of their heartaches lead to one thing…..despair.  For that is what grief without hope 

is…..despair.  Despair where all lives that end are just that……an end.  Ends that are permanent 

and final…..ends that lead only to more despair.         

 And so we come to our reading from 1 Thessalonians, “but we do not want you to be 

uninformed, brothers and sisters, about those who have died, so that you may not grieve as others 

do who have no hope.”  Notice that it doesn’t say “do not grieve at all”, it says, “so that you may 

not grieve as others do who have no hope.”  It means that there will be grief.  Grief is something 

that we know has come and will come again.  Paul, the writer of 1 Thessalonians is very real 

about the grief and sorrow that death brings.  Having faith…..having a belief in God…..knowing 

who Jesus Christ is will not protect you from grief and sorrow.  There are some who have 

claimed otherwise, but when a loved one of theirs dies, they then know how hollow their words 

were.              

 No, believing in Jesus Christ the Son of God will not protect you from the effects of 

death, but it gives us something…..something beautiful…..something that helps us to deal with 

our grief and our sorrow.  Let us hear from the Apostle Paul once again, “for since we believe 

that Jesus died and rose again, even so, through Jesus, God will bring with him those who have 

died.  For the Lord himself, with a cry of command, with the archangel’s call and with the sound 

of God’s trumpet, will descend from heaven, and the dead in Christ will rise first.  Then we who 
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are alive, who are left, will be caught up in the clouds together with them to meet the Lord in the 

air; and so we will be with the Lord forever.”        

 I wrote this sermon last Monday, and as I was heading to the church down Kroeker that 

morning I saw the sign at the CMC church, and it read, “Jesus is the key.”  When it comes to 

death…..when it comes to life, when it comes to hope…..Jesus is the key.  Because the Easter 

tomb is empty…...because Jesus walked out of the tomb, death has been defeated forever.  Yes, 

it stings, it hurts and it causes us to have sorrow and grief, but it doesn’t end there.  Because of 

our Savior, we can experience sorrow that leads to joy…..we can have grief and hope at the same 

time.  And therefore we do not despair…..we do not flounder in darkness like those who grieve 

without hope.            

 And for those of us who know who Jesus the Christ is…..for those of us who know why 

his life, death and resurrection is the key, may I make a suggestion to you this morning? 

Whenever you go to cemetery to pay your respects to a departed loved one……whether it is the 

first visit or the 500
th

, please bring with you the key.  Please bring with you the knowledge of 

what the Son of God has done for you and for all people who put their trust in him.  As you sit, 

kneel or stand at the grave of a loved one, reflect on this.  Remember the words of the angel in 

the empty tomb, “he is not here; for he has been raised.”  Reflect on these words and as you feel 

your heart ache for your loved one and give thanks to the God who through the Son allows us to 

experience something beyond sorrow…..who allows us, even in the midst of our grief to feel 

something else…..to feel a seed of hope and joy that will continue to grow the more we think of 

it.              

 And may I make one more suggestion to you this morning…..notice the last verse of our 

reading for today, “therefore encourage one another with these words.”  Notice the last verse of 
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the resurrection story from Matthew, “do not be afraid; go and tell my brothers to go to Galilee; 

there they will see me.”  We know about the key…..we know what we need to bring to the 

cemetery with us when we visit, but there are many who do not know the key.  They dwell in 

despair and darkness for they do not know or cannot understand who Jesus is.  Some of these 

people are our family members and good friends.  Paul says to “encourage one another with 

these words” and Matthew says, “go and tell.”  The hope that we have through Christ is 

something to be shared in whatever way we can so that more and more people will be able to 

visit the graves of their loved ones and do so, not with despair, but with hope.  And then perhaps 

they, along with us, will cry tears of a different sort…..perhaps they will cry tears of joy and 

thankfulness that we have a God who has made this possible.  Thanks be to that God.  Amen.   

  

  

  

 


